APPENDIX
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Fig. A.1 PSNR (dB) achieved for medical images using ripplet transform based compression method and existing methods
A.2 Analysis of ripplet transform based compression in terms of SSIM
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Fig. A.2 SSIM values for medical images using ripplet transform based compression method and existing methods
A.3 Analysis of bandelet transform based compression in terms of PSNR
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Fig. A.3 PSNR (dB) achieved for medical images using bandelet transform based compression method and existing methods
A.4 Analysis of bandelet transform based compression in terms of SSIM
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Fig. A.4 SSIM values for medical images using bandelet transform based compression method and existing methods
A.5 Analysis of radon transform based compression in terms of PSNR
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Fig. A.5 PSNR (dB) achieved for medical images using radon transform based compression method and existing methods
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A.6 Analysis of radon transform based compression in terms of SSIM
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Fig. A.6 SSIM values for medical images using radon transform based compression method and existing methods
A.7 Analysis of geometric (RST) transform based compression in terms of PSNR
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Fig. A.7 PSNR (dB) achieved for medical images using geometric (RST) transform based compression method and existing methods